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AIM: To compare cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and positron-emission tomography (PET) assessment of myocardial viability in patients with coronary chronic total
occlusion (CTO).
MATERIALS AND METHODS: Eighty patients with coronary CTO underwent cardiac MRI and
PET. Cardiac MRI images were analysed using a 17-segment model, and late gadolinium
enhancement (LGE) and wall motion were scored. PET was used to classify myocardial viability
via myocardial perfusion and 18F-ﬂuorodeoxyglucose, digital superscript uptake.
RESULTS: With PET as the reference standard, the sensitivity of cardiac MRI in detecting
myocardial viability was 95.3%, speciﬁcity was 87.5%, positive predictive value was 96.8%,
negative predictive value was 84.2%, and accuracy was 93.8% on a per patient basis. The
receiver operator characteristic curve was used to analyse the performance of cardiac MRI in
the detection of myocardial viability on a per-patient basis and the area under the curve was
0.910 (95% conﬁdence interval 0.805 to 1). Cardiac MRI had the highest sensitivity and speciﬁcity for differentiating viable and non-viable myocardium as deﬁned by PET when the cut-off
value of LGE was 50%. The motion consistency and correlation of cardiac MRI and PET were
analysed and kappa was 0.788 (r¼0.825; p<0.001).
CONCLUSION: Compared with PET, cardiac MRI assessment of myocardial viability in patients with coronary CTO has high sensitivity, speciﬁcity, and accuracy. Therefore, cardiac MRI
can be used as an important method for evaluating myocardial viability in coronary CTO
patients.
Ó 2019 The Royal College of Radiologists. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Coronary chronic total occlusion (CTO) is caused by
atherosclerotic plaque rupture leading to thrombosis,
thrombus regeneration leading to complete occlusion of the
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coronary artery with an occlusion time of >3 months.1e3
CTO lesions are found on coronary angiography in 20e30%
of patients.4 The success rate of interventional treatment of
CTO lesions is low and the postoperative complications and
the requirements for the operators are high.5 CTO lesions
are even called “the last bastion” in the ﬁeld of coronary
artery interventional therapy.
The American College of Cardiology (ACC)/American
Heart Association (AHA) and European Society of Cardiology
(ESC) guidelines demonstrate the importance of myocardial
viability analysis in patients with coronary CTO.6,7 The
presence or absence and the degree of myocardial viability
are important in determining whether patients will beneﬁt
from interventional treatment of CTO lesions.
Nowadays, positron-emission tomography (PET) is the
reference standard for evaluating myocardial viability and
cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is one of the
most commonly used methods for evaluating myocardial
viability8; however, there are few studies comparing cardiac
MRI and PET assessment of myocardial viability9e12 in
particular in patients with coronary CTO. Therefore, the
purpose of the present study was to compare cardiac MRI
and PET assessment of myocardial viability in patients with
coronary CTO.

Materials and methods
Patients
A total of 80 consecutive patients with coronary CTO
conﬁrmed by invasive coronary angiography (ICA) were
recruited and studied from January 2016 to December 2017.
All patients scheduled for myocardial viability assessment
were scanned with both cardiac MRI and PET within 1 week
of each other. All patients remained stable throughout the
examination period. This study excluded patients with left
main coronary stenosis >50%, acute coronary syndrome
within 90 days, and decompensated heart failure, patients
undergoing coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG),
implantable pacemakers or deﬁbrillators, and patients with
arrhythmias and claustrophobia. The study was approved
by the local Ethics Committee. All patients provided written
informed consent.

Cardiac MRI protocol
Cardiac MRI was performed on the Siemens 3 T wholebody MRI system (MAGNETOM Verio, A Tim System;
Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). A 32-element
matrix coil was activated for data collection, and all sequences were electrocardiogram (ECG) gated. Total scan
duration was approximately 1 hour. All images were acquired using phased array surface coils during mild expiration and electrocardiographic triggering. Eight millimetre
sections with no intersection gap were acquired in the
short-axis plane (from the base to the apex) and long-axis
plane of the left ventricle to perform cine cardiac MRI and
late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) imaging. LGE imaging
was performed 15 minutes after the intravenous

administration of gadolinium (Magnevist, Bayer Healthcare,
0.2 mmol/kg) by using a two-dimensional phase-sensitive
inversion recovery breath-hold sequence (parameters: 2.4
ms repetition time [TR]/1.01 ms echo time [TE], 100 ms
inversion time [TI], 12 ﬂip angle; 8 mm section thickness;
99160 matrix; 2.72.3 mm2 in-plane spatial resolution;
651 Hz per pixel bandwidth). This acquisition was
completed in 10 minutes (but no longer than 30 minutes)
after the last administration of gadolinium.

Nuclear medicine protocol
Image acquisition was performed with ﬁxed angle 90
dual-head single-photon-emission computed tomography
(SPECT)/computed tomography (CT) camera (Precedence 16,
Philips, Amsterdam, Netherlands) equipped with lowenergy high-resolution collimator. The heart was included
in the effective ﬁeld of vision. Resting myocardial perfusion
imaging was performed with 99mTc-MIBI (925 MBq, China
Atomic Hi-Tech, Beijing, China) and 20% window at 140 keV.
Collecting over 6104 myocardial count level, image reconstruction was used by Astonish iterative method and Hanning ﬁltering function, the cut-off frequency 0.62, order 10,
iteration 4 times, subset number 8, without attenuation
correction. 99mTc-MIBI was injected intravenously and image
was presented after 1e1.5 hours. The patient is supine, the
acquisition mode is step-by-shot, the acquisition parameters: matrix 128128, 16-bit, magniﬁcation 1.5, rotation18 0 
(32 frames, 25 seconds/frame). At each frame, eight ECGgated frames according to per cardiac cycle were collected.
Myocardial 18F-ﬂuorodeoxyglucose, digital superscript
(18F-FDG) imaging was performed within 2 days of 99mTcMIBI imaging. After an overnight fast for at least 12 hours, an
oral glucose of 25e50 g was given to the patients according to
their serum glucose level. In diabetes patients, acipimox was
administrated (500 mg, oral dose) before glucose loading.
Insulin was administrated intravenously if the blood glucose
level was >9 mmol/l at 45 minutes after oral glucose
administration with close monitoring of blood glucose.
When the blood glucose level was appropriate, 18F-FDG (3
MBq/kg) was administered intravenously. PET images were
acquired using PET/CT (Biograph mCT, Siemens, Pennsylvania, USA) equipped with a 52-ring PET that could accept 511
KeV peak collimator and 128 slice spiral CT. The heart was
included in the effective ﬁeld of vision and myocardial
glucose metabolism imaging was performed using 18F-FDG at
a rotation of 360 (32 frames, 25 s/frame). The TrueX þ time
of ﬂight (TOF) ultra-HD iteration method was used for shortaxis reconstruction of the original image with two iterations,
21 subsets, image size 200, zoom 1.0, and Gaussian ﬁlter
wave half height 8. Filtered back projection was performed
using a Butterworth ﬁlter (cut-off frequency 0.17 cycles per
pixel, order 8). The spatial resolution of the PET image was 2
mm. Eight ECG-gated frames per cardiac cycle were collected.

Segmental analysis
The left ventricle was divided into six basal, six midventricular, four apical segments, and the apex using the
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17-segmental model of the ACC/AHA.13 The basal, midventricular, and apical segments were analysed in the
short-axis plane, the apex of the cardiac MRI image was
analysed in the two-chamber long-axis plane, and the apex
of the PET image was analysed in the horizontal and vertical
long-axis plane. The myocardial regions supplied by the left
anterior descending (LAD), left circumﬂex (LCX), and right
coronary arteries (RCA) were selected according to the ACC/
AHA criteria.13,14

Cardiac MRI image analysis
Cardiac MRI image analysis was undertaken using a
Siemens workstation. All short-axis sections were projected
on the two-chamber long-axis images and assigned to
different positions according to their relationship with the
papillary muscles. The mid-ventricular segments corresponded to the papillary muscle and the basal and apical
segments corresponded to above and below the papillary
muscle.13 Visual analysis of each myocardial segment was
performed and the wall motion of each myocardial segment
was scored as follows: 1 (normal), 2 (hypokinesia), 3 (akinesia), and 4 (dyskinesia). The wall motion score index
(WMSI) was calculated by dividing the sum of the coronary
artery wall motion scores by the corresponding number of
myocardial segments.13
All short-axis images of the left ventricle from the base to
the apex were analysed. The transmural extent of myocardial infarction or scarring was analysed by LGE, which was
deﬁned as the percentage of delayed myocardial thickness
to total myocardial thickness and was scored as 1 (0%), 2
(1e25%), 3 (26e50%), 4 (51e75%), and 5 (76e100%). LGE
50% was considered to indicate a viable myocardium.15
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normal
distribution
were
analysed
using
the
KruskaleWallis test. Categorical variables were analysed
using the chi-square test. Spearman’s correlation analysis
was used to analyse the correlation between different modalities, and Kappa analysis was used to compare the global
agreement between different modalities. PET was used as
the reference standard to calculate the sensitivity and
speciﬁcity of cardiac MRI in detecting myocardial viability
and the receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve was
used to analyse cardiac MRI performance for assessing
myocardial viability. A p-value of <0.05 was considered to
be statistically signiﬁcant. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 23.

Results
In the present study, 1,360 myocardial segments were
analysed in 80 patients. PET and cardiac MRI were performed in all patients within 1 week and there was no
signiﬁcant clinical change in any patient between the two
examinations. The mean age of the patients was 56.910.2
years with 68 (85%) male patients. Detailed patient clinical
characteristics are shown in Table 1.

Cardiac MRI and PET
There were 767 myocardial segments with LGE of 0%, 223
with LGE of 1e25%, 135 with LGE of 26e50%, 120 with LGE
of 51e75%, and 115 with LGE of 76e100%. There were 892
normal myocardial segments, 260 mismatched myocardial
segments, and 208 matched myocardial segments. Of the
892 normal myocardial segments, 20 (2.2%) had LGE >50%,
of the 260 mismatched myocardial segments, 228 (87.7%)

PET image analysis
PET data analysis was performed using Cedars software.
Myocardium with normal blood perfusion and normal or
increased 18F-FDG uptake (normal) and myocardium with
reduced blood perfusion but normal or increased 18F-FDG
uptake (mismatch) was considered to be viable myocardium. Myocardium with reduced blood perfusion and
reduced 18F-FDG uptake (match) was considered to be nonviable myocardium.
Cardiac MRI and PET data were analysed by two experienced radiologists and two experienced nuclear medicine
physicians, respectively, who were blinded to each patient’s
clinical condition and the decision was made in consensus.

Global and regional left ventricular function analysis
Left ventricular volume, mass, ejection fraction (EF), enddiastolic volume (EDV), and end-systolic volume (ESV) were
calculated from cardiac MRI short-axis images.

Statistical analysis
Data are expressed as mean  standard deviation.
Continuous data were compared using Student’s t test or
one-way analysis of variance. Continuous data of non-

Table 1
Basic patient characteristics.
Characteristics
Sex
Male
Female
Age (years)
MeanSD
Range
Previous infarction
Smoke
Hypertension
Diabetes
Hyperlipidaemia
History of PCI
CTO lesions
LAD CTO
LCX CTO
RCA CTO
Cardiac MRI parameters (MeanSD)
Ejection fraction (%)
End diastolic volume (ml)
End diastolic volume (ml)
Stroke volume (ml)
Myocardial mass (g)

Data
68 (85%)
12 (15%)
56.910.2
35e78
25 (31.3%)
45 (56.3%)
48 (60%)
18 (22.5%)
25 (31.3%)
29 (36.3%)
32 (34.4%)
18 (19.4%)
43 (46.2%)
53.515.1
121.865.3
55.740.9
56.221.0
118.548.7

SD, standard deviation; CTO, chronic total occlusion; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention; LAD, left anterior
descending artery; LCX, left circumﬂex; RCA, right coronary artery.
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had LGE 50% and 32 (12.3%) had LGE>50%, and of the 208
matched myocardial segments, 25 (12%) had LGE 50%
(Fig 1). PET examination of normal, mismatched, and
matched myocardial segments with corresponding cardiac
MRI examination results are shown in Figs 2e4. As shown in
Table 2, there was a negative correlation between myocardial viability determined by PET and cardiac MRI-LGE
(p<0.001; Table 2, Fig 5).

Comparison of cardiac MRI and PET in assessing
myocardial viability on a per-patient basis

Figure 1 Distribution of LGE of myocardial segments in different
types of myocardial viability determined by PET.

With PET as the reference standard, the sensitivity of
cardiac MRI in assessing myocardial viability was 95.3%,
speciﬁcity was 87.5%, positive predictive value was 96.8%,
negative predictive value was 82.4%, and accuracy was
93.8% (Table 3). Furthermore, with PET as the reference
standard for detection of myocardial viability, the ROC curve

Figure 2 In a patient with chronic total occlusion of LCX, short axis, horizontal long axis, and vertical long axis SPECT perfusion (top row) and
18
F-FDG PET (bottom row) images were normal in all myocardial segments (normal) and short axis and vertical long axis cardiac MRI images
showed that the LGE of corresponding myocardial segments was 0%.
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Figure 3 In a patient with chronic total occlusion of the right coronary artery, short axis and vertical long axis SPECT perfusion (top row) images
showed a defect from the inferior wall to the posterolateral wall, and short axis and vertical long axis 18F-FDG PET (bottom row) images showed
a mild hypometabolism in corresponding myocardial segments (mismatched), short axis and vertical long axis cardiac MRI images showed that
LGE of corresponding myocardial segments was 1e25%.

was used to analyse the performance of cardiac MRI for
detection of myocardial viability (Fig 6) and the AUC was
0.910 (95% conﬁdence interval 0.805 to 1). A threshold of
50% LGE was conﬁrmed to yield optimal sensitivity and
speciﬁcity for the differentiation of viable and non-viable
myocardial segments deﬁned by PET on a per-patient basis.

Comparison of cardiac MRI and PET in assessing
myocardial motion
The motion of each myocardial segment was analysed
using cardiac MRI and PET. The consistency and correlation
of the two methods were analysed and the kappa value was
0.788 (r¼0.825; p<0.001). According to the score of LGE, all
myocardial segments were divided into ﬁve groups and the
WMSI of each group was 1.130.28, 1.230.34, 1.560.35,
1.870.30 and 1.890.57 (p<0.0001; Fig 7). The WMSI of

normal, mismatched, and matched group was 1.220.35,
1.400.40, and 2.210.58 (p<0.0001; Fig 8).

Discussion
Recently, studies have found that myocardial perfusion,
systolic function, and prognosis of the corresponding
myocardium in coronary CTO can be signiﬁcantly improved
after revascularization.16,17 Gerber et al. and Allman et al.
showed that patients with viable myocardium treated with
revascularization had a better prognosis than those treated
with conservative drug therapy. Furthermore, in patients
without viable myocardium regardless of treatment, the
prognosis was worse compared to patients with viable
myocardium.18,19 Kim et al. found that increased delayed
enhancement indicated decreased possibility of functional
recovery of abnormal myocardial segments after
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Figure 4 In a patient with chronic total occlusion of the LAD artery, short axis, horizontal long axis, and vertical long axis SPECT perfusion (top
row) and 18F-FDG PET (bottom row) images showed the apex, all myocardial segments of the apical and septal wall had severe defects (matched)
and short axis and vertical long axis cardiac MRI images showed that LGE of corresponding myocardial segments was 76e100%.

Table 2
The relationship between LGE and PET in detecting viability of myocardial segments (n¼1360).
PET

Viable (n¼1152)
Non-viable (n¼208)

LGE
0%

1e25%

26e50%

51e75%

76e100%

765 (66.4%)
3 (1.4%)

215 (18.7%)
8 (3.9%)

120 (10.4%)
16 (7.7%)

32 (2.8%)
86 (41.3%)

20 (1.7%)
95 (45.7%)

MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; LGE, late gadolinium enhancement; PET, positron emission tomography.

revascularization.20 Therefore, evaluating the status and
changes of myocardial viability before and after the opening
of coronary arteries is very important for the long-term
prognosis.
A total of 31 patients with ischaemic heart failure
(EF¼28%9%) were enrolled in a study comparing
myocardial viability with cardiac MRI and PET. The sensitivity and speciﬁcity in detecting viability using cardiac MRI
compared to PET were 83% and 88%, respectively. In the

normal myocardial segments as determined by PET, 11%
showed delayed enhancement and in the matched
myocardial segments as determined by PET, 5% of the
myocardial segments showed no delayed enhancement.9 In
the present study, the sensitivity and speciﬁcity of cardiac
MRI in detecting myocardial viability was 95.3% and 87.5%,
respectively. In the normal myocardial segments as determined by PET, 27% showed delayed enhancement and in the
matched myocardial segments as determined by PET, 1%
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Figure 5 LGE of myocardial segments was classiﬁed according to
myocardial viability as determined by PET.
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Figure 7 WMSI of myocardial segments classiﬁed by LGE.

Table 3
Analysis of myocardial viability by cardiac MRI and PET on a per patient basis
(n¼80).
PET

Cardiac MRI-LGE
0%

1e25%

26e50%

51e75%

76e100%

Normal (n¼39) 18 (46.2%) 11 (28.2%) 8 (20.5%) 2 (5.1%) 0 (0%)
Mismatched
11 (44%)
8 (32%)
5 (20%)
1 (4%)
0 (0%)
(n¼25)
Matched (n¼16) 0 (0%)
1 (6.2%)
1 (6.2%) 5 (31.3%) 9 (56.3%)
MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; LGE, late gadolinium enhancement; PET,
positron-emission tomography.

showed no delay in enhancement. The speciﬁcity of the two
studies was highly consistent but the sensitivity was
different. The reason may be that the sample size of this
study was relatively large and the number of myocardial
segments with LGE >50% was relatively large in the viable
segments as determined by PET.

Figure 6 ROC curve analysis of the performance of cardiac MRI in
detecting myocardial viability and the area under the curve was 0.910
(95% CI: 0.805 to 1).

Figure 8 WMSI of myocardial segments classiﬁed by myocardial
viability.

€ hlet al. showed that FDG uptake on PET had a very
Ku
strong negative correlation with the degree of delayed
enhancement on cardiac MRI (r¼0.86, p<0.001).10 In that
study, the performance of cardiac MRI was analysed by ROC
curve and AUC was 0.95, the sensitivity and speciﬁcity of
cardiac MRI in detecting myocardial viability was 96% and
84%. The results of the present study are highly consistent
with their results. The optimal cut-off value of that study for
LGE optimally differentiating viable from non-viable
myocardium was 37%, but the result of the present study
was 50%. The LGE 50% diagnostic criterion for viability at
MRI was derived from a previous study14 and conﬁrmed
after ROC analysis in the present study. The precise agreement concurs with the use of the pre-deﬁned LGE range
categories throughout, rather than a speciﬁc percentage
LGE measurement for each patient. This will go some way to
explaining the disparity between the previously published
LGE cut-off of 37% in one study and the current ﬁnding of
50%. As 37% is roughly mid-way between the 25% and 50%
cut-offs, the result is broadly in keeping with the previously
published ﬁgure. The optimal cut-off value of the present
study may have increased the number of viable myocardium as detected by cardiac MRI, resulting in the slightly
higher speciﬁcity. The result of the optimal cut-off value in
our study was consistent with the study of Kirschbaum.21
WMSI increased with increasing LGE, and there was a
signiﬁcant positive correlation between WMSI and LGE
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(p<0.001).22 In a previous study, WMSI of the corresponding myocardial segment of CTO was higher compared to the
myocardial segment corresponding of non-CTO and WMSI
was higher in the myocardial segment with high LGE
compared to the myocardial segment with low LGE.23 In the
present study, WMSI was highest in the group with an LGE
of 76e100% and WMSI was lowest in the group with an LGE
of 0%. It was concluded that WMSI was positively correlated
with LGE, consistent with previous studies.
Due to differences in spatial resolution, cardiac MRI
proved to be superior compared to nuclear imaging in the
detection of small scars. Wagner et al. showed that the
transmural infarction segments deﬁned by the cardiac MRI
could be detected by SPECT, but in 181 subendocardial
infarction segments, 85 segments were not detected by
SPECT.24 Another study also showed that cardiac MRI had a
better sensitivity in detecting myocardial infarction due to
the higher spatial resolution.25 Cardiac MRI can also provide
overall and local cardiac function, myocardial perfusion,
tissue characteristics, and other information in a single
examination.26 Therefore, the clinical application of cardiac
MRI in evaluating myocardial viability is more promising.
The limitations of this study include the following aspects. Analysis of myocardial systolic function by low-dose
dobutamine stress cardiac MRI may improve the diagnostic accuracy of myocardial function recovery after
revascularization.27 WMSI in the present study was calculated based on the entire myocardium dominated by each
vessel and was not speciﬁc to each myocardial segment.
Some studies have analysed the changes of left ventricular
function after revascularization,28e30 and further analysis of
the changes in left ventricular function is needed in future
studies. In addition, large-scale randomized controlled
studies are needed to conﬁrm the necessity of evaluating
myocardial viability before interventional treatment of
coronary CTO lesions.28
In conclusion, cardiac MRI assessment of myocardial
viability in patients with coronary CTO has very good consistency and high accuracy compared to PET. Therefore,
cardiac MRI can be used as a very important method to
evaluate myocardial viability in patients with coronary CTO
and it has important clinical signiﬁcance for treatment
choice in patients with coronary CTO.
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